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skew data distribution as known as Zipfian distribution, which is
widely used to describe many types of data studied in the physical
and social sciences. However, their framework loses effectiveness
for general data distributions. Moreover, it suffers from the
memory wall problem of von Neumann architecture, which causes
a time, power and resource waste of CPUs.

ABSTRACT
Frequent item counting is one of the most important operations in
time series data mining algorithms, and the space saving
algorithm is a widely used approach to solving this problem. With
the rapid rising of data input speeds, the most challenging
problem in frequent item counting is to meet the requirement of
wire-speed processing. In this paper, we propose a streaming
oriented PE-ring framework on FPGA for counting frequent items.
Compared with the best existing FPGA implementation, our basic
PE-ring framework saves 50% lookup table resources cost and
achieves the same throughput in a more scalable way.
Furthermore, we adopt SIMD-like cascaded filter for further
performance improvements, which outperforms the previous work
by up to 3.24 times in some data distributions.

Meanwhile, the existing best field programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) implementation [6] achieves a data-independent result,
which is 4 times faster than the best software. However, the
resource consumption increases linearly with the problem size
(i.e., k in the top-k query), which may cause the scalability
problem. The reason is that all the counting results are stored in
the registers rather than the block RAMs in FPGA. The existing
implementation cannot support a large top-k query, especially
when k is larger than 1000. In addition, the utilization ratio of
their processing elements (PEs) is only 50%, which means there is
quite a waste of resources.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.7.1 [Integrated Circuits]: Types and Design Styles – Algorithms
implemented in hardware

Algorithms, Design, Performance.

In this paper, an FPGA framework is proposed for frequent item
counting to reduce resources cost while maintaining the
performance. Moreover, the optimizations of cascaded filter and
SIMD-like method are applied to the basic framework for further
performance improvements. The major contributions of our study
are as follows:

Keywords

1)

Our proposed PE-ring framework for frequent item counting
fixes the positions of the input tuples, while transfers
parameters and temporary counting results to achieve
scalability. Compared with the previous framework, the PEring framework reduces 50% of lookup table resources cost
with similar performance.

2)

We combine the advantages of cascaded filter and SIMD-like
method to improve the performance. The throughput of
improved framework is 242 million tuples per second in
some data distributions (for 1024 bins whose α is larger than
2 in Zipfian distribution).

H.2.8 [Database Management]: Database application – Data
mining

General Terms

Frequent item counting, FPGA, time series

1. INTRODUCTION
Frequent item counting focuses on the operation to pick up items
which occur most frequently in a given sequence. It is one of the
most basic and important operations in many domains, such as
data mining [1] and natural language processing [2]. A wide
variety of operations in practical applications can be abstracted
into this problem, for example, finding the most popular
destinations on the Internet [3]. Moreover, the frequent item
counting provides intermediate results or acts as a 'subroutine' for
many streaming applications, such as frequent item set mining [4].
With the rapid rising of data input speeds, it is important to find a
method to implement an efficient and scalable frequent item
counting system.

2. FRAMEWORK
2.1 Space Saving Algorithm and its FPGA
Implementations

In recent years, researchers have tried parallel multi-core or
computer-cluster frameworks for frequent item counting. For
example, Roy et al. proposed a sequence of ‘cascaded filters’ in
the preprocessing of skew input data, and made the final core only
face a small volume of data [5]. Roy et al. considered a kind of

The frequent item counting problem is defined as follows.
Assume a stream S of size N is drawn from an alphabet A, the Фfrequent items are those tuples x that occur at least ФN times in S
(
0,1 ).The number of counting for a tuple x in S is termed
the frequency fx .

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

If the frequent item counting requires absolute accuracy, the
occurrences of all tuples have to be counted in memory. This
resource consumption would be totally unrealistic. Usually,
practical applications can tolerate a small error ε in the counting
result. The counting result may include some additional tuples for
which (Ф-ε)N < fx < ФN. The space saving algorithm is proposed
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to meet the requirement of limit space consumption [7]. In the
space saving algorithm, k bins are set to only count the most
frequent tuples in stream S. Each bin is composed of two
parameters: item and count. To achieve an error no more than ε, k
should be larger than 1/ε.

elements to avoid redundant resource consumption. The PE-ring
framework is adapted to a full utilization of the advantage in finegrained parallelism on FPGA.

1: for each x in Stream S do
2: for i = 1 : k do
3:
if bi.item == x then
4:
bi.count = bi.count +1;
5:
x = Null;
6:
end if
7:
if bi.count > bi-1.count then
8:
swap( bi-1, bi );
9:
end if
10: end for
11: if x ≠ Null then
12:
bk.item = x;
13:
bk.count = bk.count + 1;
14: end if
15: end for

A PE is the smallest structure executing the operations for one
input tuple shown in Figure 4. In each PE, two bins are recorded
in the registers. The neighbor input is the bin from the last PE.
The global input is a tuple from time series, distributed by a time
series router. The neighbor output bin is passed to the next PE.

2.2 PE-ring Framework

The operation in each PE corresponds to the algorithm in line
4~14 in Figure 3. Two neighbor bins are recorded in each PE. In
every cycle, PE compares the input tuple and the item of the input
binj, and the count of the input bin will be accumulated if the
input tuple matches binj.item. In order to pick up the bin with
minimum count value at the end of the bin series, an adjustment
of the storage position of two bins in the same PE is executed.
Moreover, every bin has a tab to record whether it is the last bin in
the bin series. The item of the last bin will be updated by the input
tuple in case the input tuple has not matched.

Figure 1 Space saving customized for PE-ring
The space saving algorithm customized for PE-ring is shown in
Figure 1. In step 1, the input tuple x is compared with bini.item.
Corresponding addition operation is executed if they match (line
3~6). In step 2, the bin swaps its contents with its neighbor if
their counts are reversed (line 7~9), which is similar as the bubble
sort algorithm. The next bin is pushed in after all these operations
are done in step 3 (line 2). In addition, the last bin will be replaced
if there is no bin matches the tuple (line 11~14).

Figure 4 Architecture of PE
This PE structure ensures that in the PE-ring, the storage of input
tuple is fixed and the bins are delivered forward to the neighbor
PE. The framework exactly matches the operations in the
algorithm. In a single PE, one tuple and two bins are handled in
every cycle to fully use the resources without any idle time. In
Section 4.1, experimental results show that compared with [6], 50%
lookup table resources cost is saved for the whole system.

Figure 2 Pipelining array on FPGA [6]
A previous framework for FPGA based frequent item counting is
shown in Figure 2 [6]. Bins are arranged by their count. The tuple
is the current input data that waits to be considered, and each of
them needs to be compared with the bins in order. For every input
tuple, a counter is allocated. Along with the flowing from the first
counter to the last one, an increment operation is triggered if the
tuple matches the item of the current bin (step 1). If the adjacent
bins are not in order, their contents are exchanged (step 2).
Another delivery of tuples starts when all these operations are
done (step 3). When matching and swapping are executed in one
counter, its neighboring counters are idle, which is a waste of
resources.

Figure 5 Architecture of PE-ring
Based on the experience from our previous work [8], PEs are
linked as a ring in Figure 5, which is called the PE-ring. PEs
communicate with their neighbors by the flowing bins in the PEring. Moreover, a distribution of a new input tuple is executed
through global routing after finishing the comparison of current
tuples. According to the mobility of bins in the PE-ring, the
sequential output bins from a certain PE are the current
accumulated result by the end of the tuple in this PE.

Figure 3 Stream oriented PE-ring on FPGA
A stream oriented PE-ring framework is proposed in which bins
rather than input tuples are flowing in Figure 3. Both frameworks
accomplish the same function in the space saving algorithm.
Matching and swapping operations are fixed in independent
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As introduced in Section 2.1, the amount of bins needs to be large
enough to achieve high precision in space saving. The number of
PEs in a PE-ring is very large and limited by resources on FPGA.
To solve this problem, a buffer is inserted to the architecture. The
output bin from the last PE is pushed into the buffer for temporary
storage, which can be achieved by using a temp FIFO. This bin
can be later delivered to the first PE again to start a new
circulation if the number of PEs in the PE-ring is less than k.
A PE-ring with a proper buffer can save a lot of on-chip resources
cost compared with the situation that all the bins are stored in PEs.
The temp FIFO uses the space on the block RAMs rather than the
registers on FPGAs. Besides, the buffer also guarantees the
scalability for PE-ring. The limited on-chip resources can be a
strict restriction for the scale of the PE-ring without a buffer. If
frequent item counting requires high accuracy, the number of bins
would be too large for an FPGA to afford it. Therefore, a buffer in
the PE-ring which stores those redundant bins that cannot be put
into the PE-ring would be very beneficial.

Figure 6 Filtering rate with different number of bins

3. OPTIMATIONS

3.2 SIMD-like method

3.1 Cascaded Filter

For the cascaded filter strengthened PE-ring, all the input tuples
pass through the cascaded filter. The performance of the cascaded
filter determines the performance of the frequent item counting
system. A SIMD-like method is applied in the filter to improve
the performance. The SIMD-like method is analogous to single
instruction multiple data (SIMD) from the multi-core
implementation [5]. If m tuples are compared with one bin in
every cycle, then the throughput of the whole system can be about
m times over before. The SIMD-like method focuses on the step
of comparison between tuples and bins and tries to parallelize this
step to speed up.

In many domains, especially in linguistics [9] and social sciences
[10], many types of data are approximated with a Zipfian
distribution and can be called skew tuples. Skewness means a
measure of the asymmetry of a probability distribution. Skew
tuples have a feature that most of the tuples find their matches at
the first several bins in space saving. Zipfian distribution is
described in the equation below, where N is the number of tuples,
r is the tuple’s rank in the frequency table of the dataset, and α is
the value of the exponent parameter in the distribution. The bigger
α is, the skewer this distribution becomes.
f (r ,  , N ) 

1/ r 
N

 (1/ n )

（1）

n 1

Cascaded filter is suitable to accelerate frequent item counting for
skew tuples. The intention of cascaded filter is to place a filter
which picks up those input tuples with high frequencies. By
routing those most frequent tuples through a shortcut code path,
the workload in the module of space saving can get a significant
relief [5].

Figure 7 Data collation for SIMD
As shown in Figure 7, the same tuples should be aggregated
together before the cascaded filter. To make such collation or not
is crucial for the circuit structure design. If the tuple collation is
not implemented, uncertain times of accumulation have to be
considered in PE and m counters are required. The circuit
structure in each PE would become more complex without the
tuple collation.

There are two parts of bins in the cascaded filter strengthened PEring. Part I is stored in the cascaded filter and part II on in PE-ring.
Part I, which is in a small scale, contains the bins with highest
frequencies and corresponds to the shortcut path processing. Part
II is used for the exact space saving implementation. Tuples will
be sent into PE-ring only after their flowing through the cascaded
filter without a match. Especially when the input tuples are skew
enough, the cascaded filter is able to catch most of the tuples so
that the workload in PE-ring for space saving can be greatly
reduced.
In our software simulation of the cascaded filter algorithm, tuples
with different α values in Zipfian distribution are tested. Figure 6
shows the ratio that tuples are caught in the filter over streams. If
over a half tuples find their matches in the cascaded filter, the
workload for the PE-ring is halved. In this scenario, a PE-ring
with a same length of buffer can complete this work which saves
half resources cost compared with a single PE-ring.

Figure 8 Framework for SIMD-like cascaded filter
The overall framework for PE-ring combined with cascaded filter
and SIMD-like method is shown in Figure 8. After coming in, the
input tuples move through three modules: tuple collation,
cascaded filter and PE-ring. Based on the scalability of PE-ring,
the cascaded filter and SIMD-like method are inferred for further
performance improvements for data with skew distributions.
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4. EXPERIMENT

5. CONCLUSION

We choose the platform Virtex-6 XC6VLX550T to make rational
comparison with the previous work that uses the same device [6].
The word width of tuples and counting results are 32 bits.

In this paper, we propose a novel FPGA framework for frequent
item counting to achieve scalability and save 50% lookup table
resources cost. Unlike the traditional framework that makes input
tuples flowing through, our PE-ring structure passes through
parameters and operations to implement space saving algorithm.
In addition, we leverage the idea of cascaded filter and SIMD-like
method to achieve higher performance for skew input tuples.

4.1 PE-ring Framework
Table 1 Pipelining array [6] and PE-ring implementation
Bins

LUT

Register

Clock

Throughput

(MHz)

(M items/s)
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array PE-ring array PE-ring array PE-ring array PE-ring
64

4%

2%

1%

1%

110

267

110

133

128

9%

4%

1%

1%

115

255

115

127

256

20%

7%

3%

3%

105

246

105

123

512

39%

15%

6%

6%

110

217

110

108

1024 78%

31%

12%

12%

95

224

95

112

2048

64%

24%

-

202

-

101

-
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